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Abstract

Artificial Neural Networks are intelligent and non-parametric mathematical

models inspired by the human nervous system. They have been widely stud-

ied and applied for classification, pattern recognition and forecasting problems.

The main challenge of training an Artificial Neural network is its learning

process, the nonlinear nature and the unknown best set of main controlling

parameters (weights and biases). When the Artificial Neural Networks are

trained using the conventional training algorithm, they get caught in the local

optima stagnation and slow convergence speed; this makes the stochastic op-

timization algorithm a definitive alternative to alleviate the drawbacks. This

thesis proposes an algorithm based on the recently proposed Whale Optim-

ization Algorithm(WOA). The algorithm has proven to solve a wide range

of optimization problems and outperform existing algorithms. The successful

implementation of this algorithm motivated our attempts to benchmark its

performance in training feed-forward neural networks. We have taken a set of

20 datasets with different difficulty levels and tested the proposed WOA-MLP

based trainer. Further, the results are verified by comparing WOA-MLP with

the back propagation algorithms and six evolutionary techniques. The results

have proved that the proposed trainer can outperform the current algorithms

on the majority of datasets in terms of local optima avoidance and convergence

speed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Scientists have widely used and applied ANN for prediction modelling, forecasting

problems, and engineering fields. They have been more favoured due to their flexib-

ility in performing various tasks over the conventional algorithms. The efficiency of

an ANN is highly affected by its parameters and the learning process.ANN models

are robust nonlinear modelling techniques, and they facilitate links between input

and output variables via allocated weights and activation functions (Mohammadi

(2020)). The most commonly used and applied ANN is the multi-layer perceptron

(MLP) neural network.MLPs are based on the human nervous system and are

highly compatible in solving the nonlinear behaviour of complex systems. There are

two main categories of supervised training methods: gradient-based and stochastic.

At the same time, the back-propagation algorithm and its variant (Wang et al.

(2015)) are considered standard examples of gradient-based methods and the most

popular among researchers. The main drawbacks of the gradient-based algorithm

are that they get into the loop of getting stuck in local minima, slow conver-

gence speed, and they are too dependent on the initial parameters (Faris et al.

(2016);Mirjalili (2015)). The ideal alternative to gradient-based methods is the

heuristic search algorithms; this thesis has proposed to optimise the MLP neural

networks. When compared with the gradient methods, metaheuristics have shown

higher confidence in avoiding local minima (Črepinšek et al. (2013);Mirjalili et al.

(2012)). Meta-heuristics can be divided into two prominent families known as evol-
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1. Introduction

utionary and swarm-based algorithms. These algorithms are population-based, in

which a number of possible random solutions are generated, evolved and updated

until we reach a satisfactory result or reach the maximum no of iterations. This

method is the most applied and investigated method by researchers recently to train

the MLP networks as these methods incorporate randomness to move from local

to global search, which makes them more suitable for global optimisation (Yang

(2014)). In the supervised learning of MLP networks, evolutionary algorithms were

used in three primary schemes: automatic design of the network topology, optim-

isation of the network’s link weights and biases, and evolution of the learning rules

(Yu et al. (2008)). It is important to note that optimising the topology and weights

of the MLP network at the same time can significantly expand the number of para-

meters, making it a large-scale optimisation task (Karaboga (2005)).In this thesis,

we solely optimise the link weights and biases in the MLP network.

The genetic algorithm (GA) is a classic evolutionary algorithm and is one of the

most studied meta-heuristics in neural network training.GA is based on Darwinian

theories of evolution and natural selection, and it was proposed first by (Holland

et al. (1992)); Goldberg (1989)) and Sastry et al. (2005)). The author of (Seiffert

(2001)) used GA to train the link weights in an MLP network and concluded that

GA outperforms the back-propagation technique when the targeted problems are

more complex. Swarm-based stochastic search algorithms, inspired by the motions

of birds, insects, and other organisms in nature, are another notable type of meta-

heuristics gaining popularity. These algorithms use mathematical models to update

the generated random solutions rather than reproduction operators like those used

in GA. Particle swarm optimization (PSO) ( Zhang et al. (2015);Sammut and Webb

(2011)), ant colony optimization (ACO) (Dorigo et al. (2006) and the artificial bee

colony(Karaboga et al. (2014);Karaboga (2005)) are the most well-known examples

of swarm-based techniques. These algorithms have been applied to train Multi-

layer Perceptron networks but the problems have been reported in (Mendes et al.

(2002);Blum and Socha (2005);Karaboga et al. (2007)). Hybrid Algorithms have

2



1.1. Thesis Structure and Contribution

been recently introduced to enhance the weights and biases of the MLP. The hybrid

algorithms have been employed to train the MLP to resolve the issue of trapping in

local minima and slow convergence rate. Using metaheuristics for training different

types of neural networks has been investigated by (Kolay et al. (2016)).

Previously, many evolutionary and swarm-based algorithms have been deployed

and investigated in the literature for training MLP, but the problem of local min-

ima persists. Motivated by the following reasons, we have presented the MLP

training method based on the recently proposed Whale Optimization Algorithm

(WOA) for training a single hidden layer neural network. WOA is a meta-heuristic

algorithm that was introduced and developed by (Mirjalili and Lewis (2016)) and

is inspired by the bubble-net hunting strategy of humpback whales. Unlike the

previous works, the WOA-based approach is tested and evaluated on 20 popular

classification datasets. Also, the results are compared to those previously intro-

duced trainers in the literature(GA, DE,ES and the population-based incremental

learning algorithm(PBIL))(Baluja (1994);Meng et al. (2014)) , two swarm intelli-

gent algorithms (PSO and ACO) Zhang et al. (2015); Sammut and Webb (2011)

and the most popular gradient-based back-propagation algorithm Li et al. (2012).

1.1 Thesis Structure and Contribution

This thesis is organized as follows: A literature review and introduction to the meta-

heuristics algorithm, Optimizing MLP using Meta-heuristics, and finally present

the Whale Optimization Algorithm followed by the experimental evaluation. Fur-

ther, we discuss the motivation for the research and the important terms we have

used in the proposed work.

1. We have implemented the Whale Optimization Algorithm (WOA) to optimize

weight and biases in Multi-layer Perceptron in the presented work. We have

tested them on a set of 20 datasets with different levels of difficulty. The

3



1.1.1. Research Questions ?

results of the introduced WOA-MLP trainer are verified by comparisons with

the back-propagation algorithm and six evolutionary techniques.

2. We have also re-implement the work presented by Aljarah et al. (2018) in

’Optimizing Connection and Weights in neural networks using the

Whale Optimization Algorithm’. We use python as the programming

language to implement the computational experiment, observe the behaviour

of all the metaheuristics and compare it with our WOA-MLP model.

3. The qualitative and quantitative results prove that the proposed trainer is

able to outperform the current algorithms on the majority of datasets in

terms of both local optima avoidance and convergence speed.

1.1.1 Research Questions ?

We have intensively researched , studied and applied Whale Optimization to optim-

ize weight and biases in the thesis , based on our research goals we have concluded

the following research questions.

1. Will Whale Optimization Algorithm prove to be a reliable alternative as a

trainer for MLP?

2. Can Whale Optimization perform better than other Swarm Based or Evolu-

tionary Algorithm ?

3. Will Whale Optimization Algorithm be able to achieve the global optimum

for the 20 Classification dataset in our experiment?

Keywords: Optimization, Multi-layer Perceptron, Meta-heuristics , Weights ,

Biases and Evolutionary algorithm
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Chapter 2

Literature Review:

The FNN optimization is often viewed from the various perspectives: the optim-

ization of weights, network architecture, activation nodes, learning parameters,

learning environment, etc. Researchers adopted such different viewpoints mainly

to improve the FNN’s generalization ability. The gradient-descent algorithm such

as back-propagation Li et al. (2012) has been widely applied to optimize the FNN’s.

Its success is evident from the FNN’s application to numerous real-world problems.

However, due to the limitations of the gradient-based optimization methods, the

metaheuristic algorithms including the evolutionary algorithms, swarm intelligence,

etc., are still being widely explored by the researchers aiming to obtain generalized

FNN for a given problem.

The gradient-descent based algorithms Lopes and Ribeiro (2003) are also known

as local search algorithms. They are good at exploiting the obtained solutions to

find new solutions. However, to find a global optimum solution, any optimization

algorithm must use two techniques: (1) exploration-to search new and unknown

areas in a search space and (2) exploitation-to take advantage of the already dis-

covered solution (March, 1991). The exploration and exploitation are two contra-

dictory strategies and a good search algorithm must find a trade-off between these

two. Metaheuristic is the procedure that implements nature-inspired heuristics to

combine these two strategies Wolpert and Macready (1997). Hence, metaheuristic

5



2. Literature Review:

approaches are alternative to the conventional approaches for optimizing the FNNs.

Unlike the conventional methods, which require the objective function to be con-

tinuous and differential, the metaheuristic algorithms have the ability to address

complex, nonlinear, and non-differentiable problems. However, the optimization

algorithms are often biased towards a specific class of problems, that is, "there is

no such universal optimizer which may solve all class of problem," which is evident

from no free lunch theorem Wolpert and Macready (1997).

Heuristic and metaheuristic algorithms are used to solve complex optimization

problems, and both provide inexactly or close to optimal solutions. Heuristic

algorithms follow algorithmic type procedures and are deterministic. Heuristic

algorithms solve a specific problem and are purposeless for minor and polynomial-

time issues. Metaheuristic algorithms (MA’s) are beyond the next level of heuristic

algorithms, based on guided random search techniques and nature-inspired. Meta-

heuristic algorithms utilize randomization and deterministic approach to solve vari-

ous global optimization problems. Metaheuristic algorithms are robust to global

search solutions due to derivation free structure, avoid entrapment into local op-

tima, randomly generated population in the search space, and utilize biological

or physical spectacles. Metaheuristic randomly generated population or multiple

solution based metaheuristic explores search space more efficiently than a single

solution based metaheuristic and is categorized into evolution-based, Physics-based

and Swarm based algorithms. There are no assumptions for these methods with

regard to the basic fitness landscape. Genetic Algorithm (GA) Holland et al. (1992)

, that is a category of well-known optimization methods, uses the theory of Dar-

winian evolution. Bio-geography based optimization (BBO) (Bhattacharya and

Chattopadhyay (2010))algorithm is a new kind of optimization technique based on

bio-geography concept. Differential evolution (DE)(Opara and Arabas (2019)) is

one of the most popular and efficient evolutionary algorithms for numerical optim-

ization and it have gained much success in a series of benchmark functions as well

as real applications.

6



2. Literature Review:

Algorithms that are Physics-based are the second group of algorithms. In this type,

each search agent can interact and move at the search space in accordance with

some physics rules. The rules of gravitational force, inertia force, electromagnetic

force, and the others can be mentioned. As an example, Simulated Annealing (SA)

(Ingber (1989)) was inspired by the metallurgic annealing process, Ray Optim-

ization (RO) by the Snell’s light refraction law (Kaveh and Khayatazad (2012)),

Electromagnetic Field Optimization (EFO) (Abedinpourshotorban et al. (2016)),

and Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) (Yin et al. (2011)) by the law of gravity

and mass interactions.

The last division is swarm-based algorithms driven from the collective behavior of

social creatures (Pacini et al. (2014)).This collective intelligence is based on swarm

interactions with each other. It is easier to implement swarm-based algorithms than

the evolutionary based algorithms because of including the lower number of oper-

ators (i.e., selection, crossover, mutation). Furthermore, swarm-based algorithms

have some advantages examples of which are as follows:

1. The information about the search space can be maintained by swarm-based

algorithms at the time of iterations whereas the information of the previous

generations can be maintained by evolutionary-based algorithms can.

2. The evolutionary techniques have more input parameters as compared to

swarm-based algorithms.

3. Memory space is less utilized by swarm-based algorithms so as to save the

best optimal solutions.

Meta-heuristics are high quality methods guiding the search agents to gradually

enhance the whole solution Pacini et al. (2014).Henceforth, the optimization of the

solution is carried out by checking across some random elements and possibilities,

hoping to find a more qualified solution, whereas the candidate solution is inherited

from one stochastic iteration to another.

7



2.1. Overview of Some Important Terms

2.1 Overview of Some Important Terms

In this section we discuss the important keywords that we have used and will be

defining in the the proposed . The important terms are presented in the form of

section explaining in brief about their application in the presented work.

2.1.1 What is Optimization Problem ?

The optimization Problem can be defined as computational problem in which the

objective is to find the best of all possible solutions or the problem of selecting the

best solution from all viable alternatives, given restrictions defining which solutions

are feasible and a target function indicating which solution is the best.Maximizing

or minimizing functions are used to determine the problem and the functions are

also relative to some set to represent a range of choices available in a certain

situation . The function allows the comparison of different choices to determine

which is the best choice. The optimization problem help us analyse how can a

problem be categorized and characterized , also find the best solution after all the

perturbation.

An optimization problem can be described as a finite set of variables, with the

optimal solution specified by the correct values for the variables. The issue is con-

sidered continuous if the variables have a range of real numbers, and combinatorial

if they can only take a finite set of different values.

2.1.2 What is the meaning of local and global optima in a

optimization problem?

Optimization refers to finding the set of inputs to an objective function that results

in the maximum or minimum output from the objective function.It is common to

describe optimization problems in terms of local vs. global optimization.A local

minimum of a function is a point where the function value is smaller than at nearby

8



2.1.3. What is Convergence in Optimization Problem ?

points, but possibly greater than at a distant point whereas the global minimum

is a point where the function value is smaller than at all other feasible points.

2.1.3 What is Convergence in Optimization Problem ?

Convergence refers to the limit of a process and can be a useful analytical tool when

evaluating the expected performance of an optimization algorithm. It is a useful

empirical tool when exploring the learning dynamics of an optimization algorithm

and machine learning algorithms trained using an optimization algorithm, such as

deep learning neural networks. This motivates the investigation of learning curves

and techniques, such as early stopping.

We know that optimization is a process that generates candidate solutions. The

convergence represents a stable point at the end of the process when no further

changes or improvements are expected. Premature convergence refers to a failure

mode for an optimization algorithm where the process stops at a stable point that

does not represent a globally optimal solution.

2.1.4 What are Weights and Biases ?

Weights and biases (abbreviated w and b) are learnable parameters of some machine

learning models, such as neural networks.Neurons are the fundamental building

blocks of a neural network. Each neuron in a layer of an ANN is connected to some

or all of the neurons in the next layer. When inputs are transferred across neurons,

the weights and bias are applied to the inputs.

Y =
∑

(weight * input) + bias (2.1)

Weights: The signal (or the strength of the link) between two neurons is controlled

by weights. In other words, a weight determines the amount of influence the input

has on the output.

9



2.1.5. What is Heuristics and how is it different from meta-heuristics?

Fig 2.1.5: Weights and Bias

Bias: Bias are constant and also the additional input in the next layer that always

have the value of 1 .The previous layer has no influence on bias units (they have

no incoming connections), but they do have outbound connections with their own

weights. The bias unit ensures that even if all of the inputs are zeros, the neuron

will still be activated.

2.1.5 What is Heuristics and how is it different from

meta-heuristics?

A heuristic method is a strategy for solving problems that derives from the ancient

Greek word ’eurisko,’ which means to ’find,"search,’ or ’discover.’ It is about em-

ploying a practical method that does not have to be perfect. Heuristic methods

shorten the time it takes to find a good solution.

It is frequently required to adopt algorithms that do not guarantee an optimal

solution when working with NP-hard situations.This class of algorithms is known

as heuristics. A heuristic is a "intuitive" method for finding a valid and often

reasonably good solution to a given problem in a "reasonable" amount of time, i.e.

a heuristic is based on "rules-of-thumb," ideas that appear to be helpful in some

typical instances but do not provide any guarantee of the quality of the solution.

10



2.1.6. What are Meta-heuristic Algorithm ?

Heuristics methods are most feasible when time is an essential factor. The heuristics

methods are methods may not lead up to optimal and ideal solution , but it allows

to speed up the decision making process to achieve an adequate solution in short

term. Heuristics methods are always confused with metaheuristics , when the

randomization is added as a feature to heuristics it speeds up the process and gives

the exact optimal solution we are looking for , this is known as the metaheuristics.

A meta heuristic is a general purpose algorithmic framework which can be applied

to different optimisation problems. It guides and modifies heuristics to efficiently

produce good quality solution.

2.1.6 What are Meta-heuristic Algorithm ?

The term "meta-heuristics" (Glover (1986)) is composed of two Greek words ,

the prefix "meta" meaning "beyond" and "heuristic" means "discover". The meta-

heuristics performs better than simple heuristic, the metaheuristics algorithm use

trade off and global exploration. Randomization and global exploration is known

as the best qualities of the meta-heuristics, as it provides a good way to move away

from local search to the search in global scale. Therefore , most of the metaheur-

istics algorithms are suitable for nonlinear and global optimization.

Meta-heuristics are high level procedures to efficiently utilize heuristics to find

the best the optimal solution to complex optimization problems (Blum and Roli

(2003)). The meta-heuristics can be a most efficient way to produce most accept-

able solutions by trial and error to a complex problem in a reasonably practical time

. In the presented work we use nature-inspired metaheuristics solve optimization

problems by mimicking biological or physical phenomenon. They can be divided

into four main categories : evolution-based, physics-based, and swarm-based meth-

ods. Evolution-based methods are inspired by the laws of natural evolution. The

search begins with a randomly created population that evolves over several gen-

erations. The strength of these methods is that the best individuals are always

11



2.1.7. What is Evolutionary Algorithm ?

combined to generate next best generation of individuals. This enables the popu-

lation to be optimised over the next course of generations.

Fig 2.1.6: Nature-Inspired Meta-heuristics Classification

Meta-heuristic optimization refers to a wide range of optimization techniques that

require only the appropriate objective function as well as important specifications

such as variable boundaries and parameter values. These algorithms can find

the near-optimal, or even optimal, values of that objective function.Some Meta-

heuristics algorithms are nature inspired as they imitate processes in the natural

systems (Blum et al. (2011)). Meta-heuristics have two main components as : in-

tensification and diversification or exploitation and exploration , the diversification

means to generate the diverse solutions to search the local space on the global

scale , while the intensification means to search in the local region by exploiting

the information to find the best optimal solution in the region.

2.1.7 What is Evolutionary Algorithm ?

Evolutionary algorithm can be described as the efficient heuristics methods based

on Darwinian evolution with powerful features of robustness and flexibility to cap-

ture global solution to complex optimization problems. When Evolutionary al-

gorithms are used in the problems the probability of finding a near optimum solu-

tion in a optimization process is distinctively high. An evolutionary algorithm

follows five overall step.
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2.1.8. What is Neural Network?

Fig 2.1.7: Phases of Evolutionary Algorithm

Evolutionary Algorithm states that fittest member will survive and proliferate ,

while unfit members will not contribute to gene pool for further generations

EAs are used to solve situations where standard exploitative or pure stochastic

algorithms fail or struggle to find a solution. The struggle due to constraint on the

resources , high number of dimensions or complex functionality.

2.1.8 What is Neural Network?

Neural networks, also known as artificial neural networks (ANNs) or simulated

neural networks (SNNs), are a subset of machine learning and are at the heart of

deep learning algorithms. Their name and structure are inspired by the human

brain, mimicking the way that biological neurons signal to one another.

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are comprised of a node layers, containing an

input layer, one or more hidden layers, and an output layer. Each node, or artificial

neuron, connects to another and has an associated weight and threshold. If the

output of any individual node is above the specified threshold value, that node is

activated, sending data to the next layer of the network. Otherwise, no data is

passed along to the next layer of the network.
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2.1.9. How does a Neural Network Work ?

Fig.2.1.8: Artifical Neural Network

Neural networks rely on training data to learn and improve their accuracy over

time. However, once these learning algorithms are fine-tuned for accuracy, they are

powerful tools in computer science and artificial intelligence, allowing us to classify

and cluster data at a high velocity. Tasks in speech recognition or image recognition

can take minutes versus hours when compared to the manual identification by

human experts. One of the most well-known neural networks is Google’s search

algorithm.

2.1.9 How does a Neural Network Work ?

In this section we discuss about how a Neural Network operates with a hidden

layers, an input and output layer. Neural networks are composed of layers of

computational units (neurons), with connections among the neurons in different

layers.Each neuron in a network transforms data using a series of computations:

a neuron multiplies an initial value by some weight, sums results with other val-

ues coming into the same neuron, adjusts the resulting number by the neuron’s

bias, and then normalizes the output with an activation function. The bias is a

neuron-specific number that adjusts the neuron’s value once all the connections are

processed, and the activation function ensures values that are passed on lie within

14



2.1.9. How does a Neural Network Work ?

a tunable, expected range.This process is repeated until the final output layer can

provide scores or predictions.

Fig 2.1.9: Neural Network with Weight and Bias

When a neural network is trained on the training set, it is initialised with a set

of weights. These weights are then optimised during the training period and the

optimum weights are produced. A neuron first computes the weighted sum of the

inputs.

Y =
∑

( weight ∗ input ) + bias (2.2)

As an instance, if the inputs are:

x1, x2,, . . . , xn (2.3)

And the weights are:

w1, w2., . . . , wn (2.4)

Then a weighted sum is computed as:

x1w1 + x2w2 + · · ·+ xnwn (2.5)

Subsequently, a bias (constant) is added to the weighted sum

x1w1 + x2w2 + · · ·+ xnwn + bias (2.6)
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2.1.10. Multi-layer Perceptron Network

Bias is simply a constant value (or a constant vector) that is added to the product

of inputs and weights. Bias is utilised to offset the result. The bias is also used to

shift the result of activation function towards the positive or negative side.

Once an input layer is determined, weights are assigned. These weights help de-

termine the importance of any given variable, with larger ones contributing more

significantly to the output compared to other inputs. All inputs are then mul-

tiplied by their respective weights and then summed. Afterward, the output is

passed through an activation function, which determines the output. If that out-

put exceeds a given threshold, it “fires” (or activates) the node, passing data to

the next layer in the network. This results in the output of one node becoming in

the input of the next node. This process of passing data from one layer to the next

layer defines this neural network as a feed-forward network.

2.1.10 Multi-layer Perceptron Network

A feed-forward artificial neural network that creates a set of outputs from a set of

inputs is known as a multi-layer perceptron (MLP).An MLP is defined by several

layers of input nodes that are linked as a directed graph between the input and

output layers. Each node except from the input nodes have the nonlinear activation

function. MLP is also a deep learning technique as it has multilayer of neurons.

The Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLPs) breaks the restriction of XOR problem and

classifies datasets which are not linearly separable. They do this by using a more

robust and complex architecture to learn regression and classification models for

difficult datasets.
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2.2. Conclusion

Fig 2.6: Multi-layer Perceptron Network

Multi-layer Perceptron is the basis for all neural networks and the concept of MLP

has greatly improved the power of computers when applied to classification and

regression problem.

2.2 Conclusion

In the following we have discussed Feed Forward Neural Network Optimization us-

ing Meta-heuristics algorithm . We have studied Metaheuristic in details explaining

what is definition of meta-heuristic and how it is different from heuristic algorithm.

We have also defined all the important terms that are used in optimization problem

and will be frequently used in the thesis.In the next chapter we address hoe Neural

Network faces the issue of training and How meta-heuristic help in solving it .
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Chapter 3

Optimizing MLP using

Meta-heuristic Approach

The basic form of MLP optimization is searching its weights (free parameters of

MLP) such that the cost function or similar function can be minimized. We believe

that the goodness (performance) of FNN depends on multiple factors such as op-

timized weight, learning factor ..etc. This section addresses using a meta-heuristic

algorithm to train feed-forward neural networks. The meta-heuristics algorithm

does not guarantee a global optimal solution, but it can offer a near-optimal (sat-

isfactory) solution.

3.1 Formulating Feed-Forward Neural Network

Training Issue

This section describes and formalizes the optimization problem which arises from

the training of a FNN. In a FNN, also known as multilayer perceptron (MLP),

the network topology is composed by the input layer, a set of hidden layers and,

finally, the output layer. The connections between the neurons from different layers

are always forward, and usually, all the neurons of one layer are connected to all

neurons from the next layer. A general scheme of a FNN or MLP is shown in Fig.
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3.1. Formulating Feed-Forward Neural Network Training Issue

3.1. In the figure, nj is the number of neurons in the jth layer and the parameter

c denotes the total number of layers in the architecture.

Fig 3.1: Structure of Feed-Forward Neural Network

In every FNN or MLP, the connections between the neurons from different layers

are associated with a real number, the so-called weight of the connection. The

weight of a connection expresses the synaptic power of a given connection, which

can be excitable (positive sign) or inhibitory (negative sign). Furthermore, each

neuron in the topology has an internal threshold (b). It is used as a comparison

factor to produce the network’s output and activate or not a neuron in the topo-

logy. There are two main steps in the training process of an FNN. First, the inputs

of the network are propagated forward in order to obtain an output. Next, the

error between the output produced by the network and the desired value is com-

puted. Finally, in a second step, the errors are propagated backwards, adjusting

the weights and thresholds for each neuron in the topology to minimize an error or

loss function. This last step will be carried out by using an optimization method.

We consider a canonical FNN with fully connected layers. The first is the input

layer, the following layers are hidden layers, and the last is the output layer. The

sizes of the layers are nj for j = 1, . . . , c. Let Wj ∈ Rnj×nj−1 be the weight matrix

associated with the connections from layer j− 1 to layer j, and let bj ∈ Rnj be the

threshold vector of the neurons from layer j for layers j = 1, . . . , c. The process of

propagating the inputs of the network forward is the following:
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3.1. Formulating Feed-Forward Neural Network Training Issue

1. Computing the activation for the neurons from the input layer. Given an

input vecto xi ∈ Rn0 for the FNN , the neurons of the input layer only

transmit the received sign to the next layer, so the activation of the x(0)
i is

computed using Eq. (3.1).

x
(0)
i = xi (3.1)

2. Computing the activation for the neurons from the hidden layer. The neurons

from the hidden layer process the information received from the neurons of

the input layer, applying the activation function to the weighted sum of the

activation received. FNN applies successive transformations to the given

input xi by means of Eq. (3.2).

x
(j)
i = s

(
Wj · x(j−1)

i + bj

)
∈ Rnj , j = 1, . . . , c− 1 (3.2)

where the vector bj ∈ Rnj contains the j th layer parameters (biases) and

s is a component-wise nonlinear activation function. The activation func-

tion of a neural network includes many alternatives such as sigmoid, hyper-

bolic tangent, ReLU (rectified linear unit), Leaky ReLU and Softmax. The

activation function is necessary to avoid the linearity of the computation

since, if a set of neurons are each linked by a process, but without apply-

ing a nonlinear activation function; then, the computation of those neurons

could have been performed by only one of them. Thus, to provide suitable

computing capacity to a neural network it is necessary to establish a non-

linear relationship between the input of each neuron and its output. The

most widely used activation functions s of FNNs include the sigmoid func-

tion s(x) = 1/(1 + exp(−x)) and the ReLU function s(x) = max{0, x} or the

hyperbolic tangent s(x) = ex−e−x

ex+e−x . In this paper, the sigmoid function has

been chosen. Hence, Eq. (3.2) can be rewritten as:

x
(j)
i = 1

1 + ρ
−
(

Wj ·x
(j−1)
i +bj

) , j = 1, . . . , c− 1 (3.3)
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3.1. Formulating Feed-Forward Neural Network Training Issue

3. Computing the activation for the neurons from the output layer. The last

step is to compute the activation of the neurons from the output layer in

the same way as it was made in the hidden layer. However, in this case, the

activation of the neurons will be the output of the network oi, as it is shown

in Eq. (3.4).

oi = x
(c)
i = s

(
Wc · x(c−1)

i + bc

)
∈ Rnc (3.4)

where oi is the output vector provided by the network for the input vector

xi.

This process in which the neural network obtains the output vector oi for an input

vector xi, where the parametrization of the network ω = {Wj , bj}cj=1 is known,

can be schematically represented by oi (xi,ω). Without loss of generality, it can be

considered that ω is a parameter vector ω ∈ Rn.

The training problem consists of determining the parameter vector ω and involves

a training dataset {(x1, y1) , . . . , (xN , yN )} and the choice of a loss function `, ob-

taining the resulting optimization problem:

Minime
ω∈Rn

1
N

N∑
i=1

` (oi (xi,ω) , yi) (3.5)

A popular choice for the loss function ` is MSE

MSE = ` (oi (xi,ω) , yi) = ‖yi − oi (xi,ω)‖22 (3.6)

where ‖ · ‖2 is the Euclidean norm. Hence, Eq. (3.6) is the objective function of

the problem, which can be formalized through Eq. (3.7).

Minimize
ω∈Rn

1
N

N∑
i=1
‖yi − oi (xi,ω)‖22 (3.7)
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3.1. Formulating Feed-Forward Neural Network Training Issue

Therefore, and in accordance with the prior formalization, the training problem of

a FNN (without specifying a loss function) can be stated as

Minimize
ω∈Rn

f(ω) (3.8)

A small example is shown to illustrate the encoding strategy for the optimization

algorithms. Given the fully connected FNN shown in Fig. 3.2 with three layers

where n0 = 3, n1 = 4, n2 = 2, a parametrization would be encoded using Eq. (3.9).

W1 =



w1−4 w2−4 w3−4

w1−5 w2−5 w3−5

w1−6 w2−6 w3−6

w1−7 w2−7 w3−7



W2 =

 w4−8 w5−8 w6−8 w7−8

w4−9 w5−9 w6−9 w7−9

 , b2 =



b4

b5

b6

b7



b3 =

 b8

b9



(3.9)
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3.2. Meta-Heuristic Formulation of FNN Components

Fig 3.1.1: Fully Connected Feed-Forward Neural Network

We use the vector ω to represent the parametrization of the network

ω =[w1−4, w1−5, w1−6, w1−7, . . . , w4−8, w4−9

. . . , b4, b5, . . . , b9]>
(3.10)

In population-based metaheuristics, each individual of the population is represented

by a vector ω which includes the weights and biases of the different layers of

the network. At the end of the optimization process, the best individual in the

population will be used to set the parameters of the neural network.

3.2 Meta-Heuristic Formulation of FNN Components

In the previous section, we studied how a feed-forward neural network or a neural

network faces issues during the training phase. In this thesis, we have tried to

overcome the following problem using a meta-heuristic. We will describe how the

researchers have applied the meta-heuristic to evolve the FNN, and we will study

each component of the FNN and how we can optimize it using the meta-heuristic.
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3.2.1. Weight Optimization

Each FNN component can be separately optimized on a one-by-one basis. There-

fore, firstly, the weights can be optimized by keeping a fixed architecture; secondly,

the architecture can be optimized by keeping weights fixed; thirdly, the activation

function can be optimized by maintaining architecture and/or weights fixed; and

so on. Another way is to optimize all or a combination of FNN components sim-

ultaneously. Therefore, weights and architecture can be optimized simultaneously;

or weights and activation functions, simultaneously; or weights, architecture, and

activation functions simultaneously; and so on. In the simultaneous optimization

of all or a combination of components, a vectored representation of all components

or a combination of components can be optimized, respectively. Once a vectored

representation (genotype) is designed, the metaheuristic algorithm can be applied

to optimize the designed vector to obtain an optimum FNN.

Fig 3.2 : Meta-Heuristic Formulation of FNN Components

3.2.1 Weight Optimization

FNN weight optimization is the most common and widely studied approach, in

which the weights are mapped onto an n-dimensional weight vector w, where n is

the total number of weights in a network. The vector w is a genotype representation

of a phenotype (FNN structure), where the weight w ∈ Rn. The weights wi, an

element of vector w, may be encoded in the following ways: by assigning a real
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3.2.1. Weight Optimization

value, l-bits binary coding, l-bits gray coding, IEEE floating point coding, etc. Fig.

3.2.1 is an example of phenotype to genotype mapping, where a phenotype shown

in Fig. 3.2.1(a) that has the connectivity matrix c as per Fig.3.2.1 ( b) is encoded

into three different weight vectors shown in Fig. 3.2.1(c).

Fig 3.2.1 :Mapping of phenotype to genotype. (a) Phenotype of a three-layer FNN.

(b) Adjacency matrix. (c) Weights encoding: (i) real value; (ii) 4-bits binary; (iii)

4-bits gray encoding.

FNN weights optimization using metaheuristic is practiced from early 80’s when

even the term metaheuristic was not used. Engel (1988) work on FNN weight vector

optimization using SA was the first evidence of metaheuristic application. To op-

timize weight vector using SA, first, the phenotype was mapped onto a real-valued

weight vector (Fig. 3.2.1(c)), and to compute fitness of the FNN, a reverse mapping

from genotype (weight vector w) to phenotype (FNN) was used. Such process was

continued until a satisfactory solution was found. SA based FNN weight optimiza-

tion was found to be performing better in comparison to conventional approaches

Shang and Wah (1996); Sexton et al. (1998)

For optimizing the FNN weights, EAs use two types of vector representation: real-

valued and binary valued vector representation. In Fig. 3.2.1(c), following weight

vector representation are illustrated: (1) real-valued coded chromosome, (2) binary

coded chromosome, and (3) binary gray-coded chromosome.

Goldberg (2006)gave the idea of FNN training using GA. However, Whitley (1989)

were the first to propose "GENITOR," a GA based FNN training procedure that
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3.2.1. Weight Optimization

used binary-coded chromosome (Fig.3.2.1(c)) for optimizing the weights. Many

others followed the idea of GENITOR with some additional improvements such

as connectivity optimization and reduced search space introduction Whitley et al.

(1990). On the other hand, Belew et al. (1990) used a binary gray coding (Fig.

3.2.1(c)) scheme for optimizing the weights, where at first, GA was used for finding

initial weights that were further optimized by using BP and vice versa.

The binary bit-string representation of the weights leads to a precision problem,

i.e., how many bits would be sufficient for representing weights and what would

be the total length of a chromosome. Moreover, the binary representation is com-

putationally expensive because, in each training iteration, a binary to real-valued

mapping and vice versa is required. Hence, it is advantageous to use the real-coded

chromosome (Fig. 3.2.1(c)) directly Montana et al. (1989); Fogel et al. (1990); Si-

etsma and Dow (1991).

Fig 3.2.2: Metaheuristic may be used for finding initial weights WI2 and conven-

tional algorithms may be for finding global optima P2 and vice versa Yao et al.

(2007).

The swarm-based or bio-inspired based metaheuristics directly apply heuristics

inspired by nature on a real-valued vector. Hence, they are advantageous in com-

parison to an EA-based algorithm that needs to simulated mutation and crossover

operators for real-valued weight vector Kennedy (2006). It was found that PSO

guides a population of the FNN weight vectors towards an optimum population
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3.2.2. Architecture plus weight optimization

Ismail and Engelbrecht (2000). Hence, many researchers resorted to working on

swarm based metaheuristics for the FNN optimization.

3.2.2 Architecture plus weight optimization

The basic architecture optimization approach is a cascade correlation learning,

which iteratively adds nodes to hidden layer to construct optimum architecture

Fahlman and Lebiere (1989). Moreover, a constructive (add node iteratively) and

destructive (prune nodes iteratively) method Frean (1990). However, the construct-

ive and the destructive methods for optimizing architecture are no different from

the manual trial-and-error method. Therefore, genetic representation of the FNN

architecture as mentioned in Figs. (a)− (c) can be used for architecture optimiza-

tion, which is equivalent to searching optimum architecture from a compact space

of FNN topology.

Fig 3.2.3 :Mapping of phenotype (Fig. 3.2.1 to genotype (for architecture). (a)

Direct encoding to a vector of connectivity matrix (Fig. 3.2.1(b)): (i) upper right

triangle; (ii) complete connectivity. (b) Indirect encoding schemes for architecture

(Fig. 3.2.1(a)), where S is a start symbol, A,B,C, and D are the variables, and

a, c, i, and u is the terminal. (c) Complete connectivity derived from rules operation

shown in Fig.3.2.3

We describe the genetic representation of FNN architecture in detail . A dir-

ect encoding scheme was proposed by Whitley et al. (1990) and Schaffer et al.

(1990), where the authors used an adjacency matrix (Fig. 3.2.1(b)) to represent
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3.3. Meta-heuristic Algorithm for Optimization

connections between nodes, where between any two nodes i and j, a presence of

connection is indicated by " 1 ", and absence of connection is indicated by "0".

Hence, they were able to encode complete structural information into a chromo-

some. However, it is disadvantageous because chromosome length increases with

network size. Therefore, if only the network’s structural information can be en-

coded into genotype, then, it will avoid chromosome length problem Harp et al.

(1989). Additionally, the encoded network structural information can be accessed

using rule-based recursive equation Mjolsness et al. (1989).

The indirect encoding scheme reduces chromosome length, where parametric in-

formation, such as the number of hidden layers, the number of nodes at hidden

layers, the number of connection, etc., makes an archive s. The production rule

(Fig. 3.2.3(b)) allow us to get access to complete structural information (Fig.

3.2.3(c)). Hence, a rule based encoding scheme allows a better FNN architecture

optimization than a direct encoding scheme Siddiqi and Lucas (1998).

3.3 Meta-heuristic Algorithm for Optimization

Metaheuristic algorithm performs optimization by randomly defining the initial

population of individuals in the search space according to some solution represent-

ation. As each individual represents a solution, the fitness of each individual in the

population is then evaluated. Next, a new population is generated by perturbat-

ing solutions in the existing population through evolutionary operations, such as

crossover and mutation. Hence, the search parameter is iteratively improved until

it meets the stopping criteria in terms of the number of iterations or elapsed time.

During iteration, the algorithm will attempt to obtain the final global minimum

or maximum values which fulfil the respective objective function. A metaheur-

istic algorithm may not return the actual or exact solution but the near optimal

solution.
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3.3.1. Process of Optimizing Weight and Biases Using Meta-heuristic

Fig 3.3 : Schematic Diagram Meta-Heuristics Optimization

3.3.1 Process of Optimizing Weight and Biases Using

Meta-heuristic

A MLP is trained by supplying the training data , the metaheuristics formulate

the components such as weights, bias, structure, nodes, etc.., into an optimization

problem. The meta heuristics helps in enhancing the classification performance

of neural networkOsman and Laporte (1996) . The fundamental motive behind

combining a Meta-Heuristic and ANN(MLP) is to train the neural network to

optimize the weights. The meta-heuristics are also used in conjunction with neural

networks to pick the features to determine optimal training parameters, the training

speed also improves. There are general steps that are followed when a Meta-

Heuristics is used to train a Artificial Neural Network.

1. The metaheuristics determine the initialization of ANN with random Weights

in the initial phase of training.

2. The training input samples are provided to the network for classification or

the prediction dataset.

3. Then the output of the ANN is compared with predicted output. Also we

calculate the error value using the error function such as MSE and others.
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3.4. Conclusion:

4. The Meta heuristics algorithm is then applied on random data in order to

generate the next set of weights for the next iteration. Finally the target

function uses input variable to access the potential population.

5. The step is repeated until all the requirements have been satisfied. The ideal

solution is achieved if it has lowest error over all the iterations.

Fig 3.3.1 : Schematic Diagram For Training Neural Network with Meta-Heuristics

3.4 Conclusion:

It can be concluded that metaheuristic algorithms have provided various dimensions

to the optimization of the FNNs. In this chapter, we have discussed the training

problem of FNN/MLP and the role of the meta-heuristics. We can finally under-

stand how meta-heuristic optimize the MLP, and how we can formulate the FNN

with the help of the meta-heuristic algorithm. This chapter 3 has explained step

by step how a meta-heuristic algorithm optimizes the weight and biases.However,

the primary disadvantage of using metaheuristic algorithms is the training time

consumption. Since the metaheuristic algorithms use a population (many solution

candidates) during optimization, the time consumption becomes directly propor-

tional to the number of candidates in a population.
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Chapter 4

Introduction to Whale

Optimization Algorithm

As we have previously discussed in 3 about Meta-Heuristic formulation to optimize

weight and biases in MLP. In this Chapter we introduce one of the meta-heuristic

swarm based algorithm known as Whale Optimization Algorithm . We will also

introduce the method to train MLP with Whale Optimization Algorithm in the 4

, we will describe the process and the following steps that are to be followed to

develop MLP-WOA trainer.

The motivation for theWhale Optimization method is discussed first in this chapter,

followed by the explanation of the behaviour and its mathematical model.

4.1 What is Whale Optimization ?

WOA is a swarm intelligence algorithm proposed for continuous optimization prob-

lems. It is proven that this algorithm has better or comparable performance as

compared to some existing algorithmic techniques Aljarah et al. (2018). The hunt-

ing behavior of the humpback whales has been the source of inspiration for WOA

Aljarah et al. (2018). In WOA each solution is thought to be a whale. In this

solution, a whale tries to replete a new place in the search space considered as a
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4.1.1. Inspiration

reference the best element of the group. Two mechanisms are used by the whales

to be used for search for the prey location, and attack. In the first one, the preys

are encircled and the second creates bubble nets. Regarding optimization, when

the whales look for a prey the exploration of the search space is performed and the

exploitation occurs during the attack behavior.

4.1.1 Inspiration

Whales are fancy creatures. They are considered the biggest mammals in the world.

Whales are mostly considered predators, as they never sleep because they have to

breathe from the ocean’s surface and their half brain sleeps. The whales are also

considered as most emotionally intelligent creatures.

According to Hof and Van Der Gucht(Hof and Van der Gucht (2007)), whales have

common cells in a certain area of the brain, like humans, known as the spindle cell.

These cells are responsible for judgement, emotion and social behaviour, making

us distinct from other creatures. Whales have twice the number of these cells than

adult humans, making them smarter. It has also been proven that they can think,

learn and judge.

Another unique factor of whale behaviour is their social behaviour. They either

live alone or in small groups. They are, however, typically seen in groups. Some

of their species, such as killer whales, can live as a family for their whole lives.

Humpback whales are one of the giant baleen whales (Megaptera novaeangliae).

The size of an adult humpback whale is comparable to that of a school bus. Their

favourite preys are krill and fish herds.
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4.1.1. Inspiration

Fig 4.1 : Bubble Net Feeding Behaviour of Whales

The most interesting thing about humpback whales is their unique hunting method.

This foraging behaviour is called the bubble-net feeding method. Humpback whales

tend to hunt krill or small fish near the water’s surface. It has been observed

that foraging is done by creating distinctive bubbles along a circle or ’9’-shaped

path, as shown in Fig 4.1. Before 2011, the only way to study this activity was

to see it from the surface. However,Goldbogen et al. (2013) used tag sensors to

explore this behaviour. They captured 300 tag-derived bubble-net feeding events

of 9 individual humpback whales. They discovered two bubble-related movements,

which they termed ’upward-spirals’ and ’double-loops’.Humpback whales dive to

around 12 metres, then begin to build a spiral of bubbles around their prey and

swim up to the surface. The later manoeuvre includes three different stages: coral

loop, lobtail, and capture loop. Detailed information about these behaviours can

be found in Goldbogen et al. (2013).

Bubble-net feeding is a unique behaviour seen only in humpback whales, and it’s

worth discussing here. The spiral bubble-net feeding technique is mathematically

studied in this thesis to optimise it.
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4.1.2 Significance of Whale Optimization

The process of obtaining a suitable equivalence between exploitation and explora-

tion in improving any metaheuristic algorithm is the topmost challenge due to the

arbitrary nature of the optimization algorithm. WOA has the highest significance

compared to the different optimization approaches through the following

1. Exploitation ability

2. Exploration ability

3. Ability to get rid of the local minima

The WOA has an important capability of exploration due to the position updating

mechanism of whales by using equation (4.5). Throughout the initial step of the

algorithm, this equation forces the whales to move randomly around each other. In

the following steps, equation (4.6) makes the whales update their positions rapidly

and move along a spiral shaped route in the direction of the best path found so

far. Since these two stages are done independently and in half iteration each, the

WOA avoids local optima and achieves convergence speed simultaneously through

the iterations. But most of the other optimization algorithms (like PSO and GSA)

Tavazoei and Haeri (2007) do not have operators to consecrate a particular iteration

to the exploration or the exploitation because they use only one format to update

the position of search agents, so the probability of falling into local optima is more

likely increased .

4.2 Mathematical Model and Optimization Algorithm

The mathematical model of encircling prey, spiral bubble-net feeding maneuver,

and prey search are initially presented in this section. After that, the WOA al-

gorithm is proposed.
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4.2.1. Encircling prey

4.2.1 Encircling prey

Humpback whales can recognize the location of prey and encircle them. Since

the position of the optimal design in the search space is not known a prior, the

WOA assumes that the current best candidate solution is the target prey or is close

to the optimum. The effort is made to identify the best search agent, while the

other search agents will update their positions near to the best search agent. The

behavior is expressed by the following equations as follows:

~D =
∣∣∣~C · −→X∗ − ~X(t)

∣∣∣
~X(t+ 1) =

∣∣∣ ~X∗(t)− ~A · ~D
∣∣∣ (4.1)

where t indicates the current iteration, ~A and ~C are coefficient vectors, X∗ is the

position vector of the best solution obtained so far, ~X is the position vector, I

is the absolute value, and . is an element-by-element multiplication. It is worth

mentioning here that X∗ should be updated in each iteration if there is a better

solution.

The vectors ~A and ~C are calculated as follows:

~A = 2~a · ~r − ~a
−→C = 2.−→r

(4.2)

Where ~a is linearly decreased from 2 to 0 over the range of iterations which plays the

important role in order to control the exploration and exploitation phases. While
−→r denotes as a random vector in [0], [1], which has significant role to make each

search agent reaching any position during its search space to ensure the exploration.

In equation 4.1 solutions verify their locations in accordance with the site of the

best solution (prey). In WOA to achieve the shrinking encircling behaviour , a is

reduced using the following formula:

a = 2− t 2
MaxIter (4.3)
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4.2.1. Encircling prey

where t represents repetition of number and MaxIter is the maximum allowable

iteration.

Fig 4.2: 2D and 3D position vectors and their possible next locations (X* is the

best solution obtained so far).

The above image illustrates the rationale behind Eq.(4.1) for a 2D problem. The

position (X,Y ) of a search agent can be updated according to the position of

the current best record (X?, Y ∗). Different places around the best agent can be

achieved with respect to the current position by adjusting the value of A and

C vectors. The possible updating position of a search agent in 3D space is also

depicted in Fig.4.2 ( b). It should be noted that by defining the random vector

(~r) it is possible to reach any position in the search space located between the

key-points shown in Fig. 4.2. Therefore, Eq. (4.1) allows any search agent to

update its position in the neighborhood of the current best solution and simulates

encircling the prey.

The same idea can be used to a search space with "n" dimensions, with the search

agents moving in hyper-cubes around the best answer found so far.The humpback

whales, as indicated in the preceding section, use the bubble-net method to assault

their prey. This strategy can be expressed numerically as follows:
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4.2.2 Bubble-net attacking method (Exploitation phase)

In order to mathematically model the bubble-net behavior of humpback whales,

two approaches are designed as follows:

4.2.2.1 Shrinking Circle Mechanism

This technique is modeled by minimizing −→a value as shown in Eq. (5.2).In other

words A is a random value in the interval [−a, a] where a is decreased from 2 to

0 over the course of iterations. Setting random values for ~A in [−1, 1], the new

position of a search agent can be defined anywhere in between the original position

of the agent and the position of the current best agent. Fig.4.2.2 shows the possible

positions from (X,Y ) towards (X∗, Y ?) that can be achieved by 0 ≤ A ≤ 1 in a

2D space.

Fig 4.2.2: Bubble-net search mechanism implemented in WOA (X? is the best

solution obtained so far): (a) shrinking encircling mechanism and (b) spiral

updating position.

Thus, the search agent updates its value during search space with a new value that

is among the original location and the location of the current best.
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4.2.2.2 Spiral Updating Position

This approach first calculates the distance between the whale located (X,Y ) and

prey located at(X∗, Y ?) as shown in Fig.4.2.2(b) .To imitate the helix-shaped move-

ment of humpback whales, a spiral equation is established between the position of

whale and prey as follows:

~X(t+ 1) =
−→
D′ · ebl · cos(2πl) +

−→
X∗(t) (4.4)

where
−→
D′ =

∣∣∣ ~X∗(t)− ~X(t)
∣∣∣ and indicates the distance of the i th whale to the

prey (best solution obtained so far), b is a constant for defining the shape of the

logarithmic spiral, l is a random number in [−1, 1], and . is an element-by-element

multiplication.

To formulate the bubble-net behavior of humpback whale, a spiral mathematical

formulation is applied between the position of whale and prey to imitate the helix-

shaped movement of humpback whales . To represent this simultaneous behaviour,

we assume that choosing between the shrinking encircling mechanism or the spiral

model to update the position of whales during optimization has a 50% chance. The

mathematical model is as follows:

~X(t+ 1) =


−→
X∗(t)− ~A · ~D if p < 0.5
−→
D′ · ebl · cos(2πl) +

−→
X∗(t) if p ≥ 0.5

(4.5)

where p represents a random number in [0,1] for explaining the shape of the logar-

ithmic spiral. In addition to using bubble nets, humpback whales hunt for prey at

random.The mathematical model of the search is as follows.

4.2.3 Search for prey(exploration phase)

To find prey, the same approach is based on the modification of the ~A vector can

be used (exploration). The humpback whales known fact is that they search at
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4.2.3. Search for prey(exploration phase)

random, based on their relative positions. As a result, we employ ~A to search for

prey (exploration). We use ~A with values greater than 1 and -1 to force search

agents to move further away from the reference whale

While in exploitation phase we update the position of a search agent using a ran-

domly picked search agent rather than the best search agent found this far. The

mechanism and | ~A| > 1 emphasizes exploration and allow the WOA algorithm to

perform a global search. The mathematical model is as follows:

~D =
∣∣∣~C · −−−−→Xrand − ~X

∣∣∣
~X(t+ 1) = −−−−→Xrand − ~A · ~D

(4.6)

Where −−−−→Xrand is a random position vector nominated arbitrarily from whales in the

current iteration. Some of the possible solutions for a specific problem ~A > 1 are

illustrated in Fig 4.2.3.

Fig 4.2.3: Exploration Implementation

A set of random solutions is used to start with the WOA algorithm. At the end of

each iteration, search agents compare their positions to a randomly picked search

agent or the best solution found so far. In order to facilitate exploration and

exploitation, the a parameter is reduced from 2 to 0. When |−→A | > 1, a random

search agent is picked, and when |−→A | < 1, the optimal solution is chosen for
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4.2.3. Search for prey(exploration phase)

updating the position of the search agents. WOA can flip between a spiral and

a circular movement depending on the value of p. Finally, the WOA algorithm is

ended when a termination requirement is satisfied.

Now we present the above discussed phenomenon in the form of the pseudo code:

Fig 4.2.4: The pseudo code of the WOA algorithm

WOA can be considered a global optimizer from a theoretical standpoint because

it has the potential to explore and exploit new areas. Furthermore, the suggested

hyper-cube technique defines a search area in the vicinity of the best solution, allow-

ing other search agents to take use of the current best record inside that domain.

The WOA algorithm can easily transition between exploration and exploitation

thanks to adaptive variation of the search vector A: by lowering A, certain itera-

tions are dedicated to exploration (|A| ≥ 1) and the rest to exploitation (|A| < 1).
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4.3. Summarising Operation of Whale Optimization Algorithm

Surprisingly, WOA only has two internal parameters that can be adjusted (A and

C).

The first and most critical step is training an MLP using meta-heuristics. In

other words, the problem of training MLPs should be formulated in a way that is

suitable for meta-heuristics. The most important variables in training an MLP, as

mentioned in the introduction, are weights and biases. A trainer should find a set of

weight and bias values that provides the best classification/approximation/prediction

accuracy. We apply Whale Optimization Algorithm to train MLP. The WOA will

help in minimizing a cost function or maximizing a fitness function. We define

the weights and biases as an optimization problem, then use WOA to solve the

following problem and in other words, train the neural network.

4.3 Summarising Operation of Whale Optimization

Algorithm

The WOA algorithm starts by assigning whales population with random solutions

and assuming the best optimal value of the objective function is a minimum or

maximum value (depending on the problem), then the objective function for each

search agent is calculated.At each iteration, each search agent updates their location

depending on either the best solution found so far when | ~A| < 1 or on a randomly

chosen search agent when | ~A| > 1. In order to achieve exploration and exploitation

phases, respectively, the value of a parameter is decreased from 2 to 0 .
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4.4. Whale Optimization to train MLP

Fig 4.3: The Flowchart of the WOA algorithm

Also, WOA has the feature to select either a spiral or circular movement through

the value of another parameter, which is p (a random number in [0, 1] ) with a

probability of 50% to select one of these two mechanisms, so if its value is greater

than 0.5, then the search agents change their positions using Equation (4.5), other-

wise they use Equation (4.1). Finally, the WOA algorithm ends by implementing

of the termination condition .

4.4 Whale Optimization to train MLP

The first and most critical step is training an MLP using meta-heuristics. In

other words, the problem of training MLPs should be formulated in a way that is

suitable for meta-heuristics. The most important variables in training an MLP, as

mentioned in the introduction, are weights and biases. A trainer should find a set of

weight and bias values that provides the best classification/approximation/prediction

accuracy. We apply Whale Optimization Algorithm to train MLP. The WOA will
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4.4.1. WOA based MLP trainer

help in minimizing a cost function or maximizing a fitness function. We define

the weights and biases as an optimization problem, then use WOA to solve the

following problem and in other words, train the neural network.

4.4.1 WOA based MLP trainer

In this section, we put forward the approach for using WOA for training the MLP

network with one hidden layer which will be named as WOA-MLP.The MLP with

initial settings is used to generate the first solution, and then WOA optimises the

weights and biases to reduce the MLP’s classification error rate.Two important as-

pects are taken into consideration when the approach is designed:the representation

of the search agents in the WOA and the selection of the fitness function.

1. Encoding Scheme : Each whale in WOA is encoded as a one-dimensional

vector to represent a candidate neural network. The vectors include three

parts: The connection weights connecting the input layer and the hidden

layer , the connection weights connecting the hidden layer and the output

layer and the set of biases. The length of each vector is equal to the the total

no of weights and biases in the neural network and it can be represented as

follows using equation(4.7) where n is the no of inputs variable and m is

the no of neurons in the hidden layer.

Individual length = (n×m) + (2×m) + 1 (4.7)

2. Fitness Function: Each whale is evaluated according to its fitness. This

evaluation is done by passing the vector of weights and biases to MLP; then

the MSE criterion is calculated based on the difference between the actual

and predicted values by the generated agents (MLPs) for all training in-

stances.The ideal solution is finally achieved after the maximum number of

iterations is reached, and it is saved as the weights and biases of an MLP

network. The aim is to minimise the value of MSE.
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4.4.1. WOA based MLP trainer

Since the WOA algorithm accepts the variables in the form of a vector, the

WOA generates search agent inn the form of vectors and then assign it to

the MLP as shown in Fig 4.4.1:

Fig 4.4.1: Vectors as Search Agents

Therefore to measure the fitness value of the generated WOA agents,we utilize

the mean square error (MSE) fitness function which is based on calculating

the difference between the actual and predicted values by the generated agents

(MLPs) for all the training samples.

MSE =
m∑

i=1

(
ok

i − dk
i

)2
(4.8)

where m is the number of outputs, dk
i is the desired output of the ith input

unit when the k th training sample is used, and ok
i is the actual output of the

ith input unit when the kth training sample appears in the input.

The MLP adapts itself to the whole set of training samples in order to be

effective. Therefore, the performance of an MLP is evaluated based on the
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4.4.1. WOA based MLP trainer

average of MSE over all the training samples as follows:

MSE =
s∑

k=1

∑m
i=1

(
ok

i − dk
i

)2

s
(4.9)

where s is the number of training samples, m is the number of outputs, dk
i

is the desired output of the ith input unit when the kth training sample is

used, and ok
i is the actual output of the ith input unit when the kth training

sample appears in the input.

Hence the problem of training an MLP with whale optimization can be formulated

using the average MSE:

Minimize : F (~V ) = MSE (4.10)

The WOA provides multi-layer perceptron with the weights and biases and cal-

culates average mean square error of every training sample (Branch (2012)). By

varying the weights and biases iteratively, the Whale Optimization algorithm gives

reduced average mean square error for each training sample.

Fig 4.4.2: WOA presents MLP with weights and Biases to calculate average MSE

The following figure depicts training process of multi-layer perceptron with Whale

Optimization Algorithm (WOA).
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4.4.2. General Steps of WOA-MLP Approach:

4.4.2 General Steps of WOA-MLP Approach:

The workflow of the WOA-based approach applied in this work for train-

ing the MLP network can be described in the following steps and flow-

chart:

Flowchart 4.4.3: Steps for WOA-MLP

1. Initialization: A predefined number of search agents are randomly generated.

Each search agent represents a possible MLP network.

2. Fitness evaluation: The quality of the generated MLP networks is evaluated

using a fitness function. To perform this step, the set of weights and biases

that form the generated search agents vectors are first assigned to MLP net-

works, and then each network is evaluated. In this work, the MSE is selected,
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4.5. Conclusion

which is commonly chosen as a fitness function in evolutionary neural net-

works. The goal of the training algorithm is to find the MLP network with

the minimum MSE value based on the training samples in the dataset.

3. Update the position of the search agents.

4. Steps 2 to 3 are repeated until the maximum number of iterations is reached.

Finally, the MLP network with the minimum MSE value is tested on unseen

part of the dataset (test/validation samples).

4.5 Conclusion

We can finally say that proposed meta-heuristic algorithm includes three operator

to simulate the search for the prey , encircling prey and bubble net foraging be-

haviour of the humpback whales . In this chapter we have introduced WOA-MLP

trainer to optimize the weights and biases of MLP , and to also help in the training

process of MLP .We have described the general steps followed during the training

with the help of an flowchart.Further in the study we will analyze the exploration,

exploitation , local optima avoidance and convergence behaviour and then compare

them with other swarm and evolutionary algorithms .
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Chapter 5

Experimental Setup and

Discussion of Results

In the previous chapter we discussed the WOA-MLP trainer . We implement the

WOA-MLP trainer and along with the other Meta-Heuristics on 20 classification

dataset (Back Propagation ,Genetic Algorithm , Particle Swarm Optimization ,

Ant Colony Optimization, Differential Evolution , Evolution Strategy , Population

Based Incremental Learning ) to compare the results and establish if WOA (Whale

Optimization) trainer is able to perform better than other meta-heuristic.

5.1 Experimental Setup

In this section, the proposed WOA approach for training MLP networks which is

evaluated using twenty standard classification datasets, which are selected from

the †University of California at Irvine (UCI) Machine Learning Repository and
‡DELVE repository. Table 5.1.1 presents the above mentioned datasets in terms of

the number of classes, features, training samples, and test samples. In the table it

can be noticed that, the selected datasets have different numbers of features and
†http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/
‡http://www.cs.utoronto.ca/ delve/data/
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5.1.1. Experimental Evaluations

instances to test the training algorithms in different conditions, which makes the

problem more challenging.

5.1.1 Experimental Evaluations

For all experiments, we used Google Co-lab to implement the proposed WOA

trainer and other algorithms. All datasets are divided into 66% for training and

34% for testing using stratified sampling in order to preserve class distribution as

much as possible.

Normalization is an essential step for MLP when solving datasets with attributes in

different ranges.Furthermore, to eliminate the effect of features that have different

scales, all datasets are normalized using min-max normalization as given in the

following equation:

v′ = vi −minA

maxA−minA
(5.1)

where v′ is normalized value of v in the range [minA,maxA].

All experiments are executed for ten different runs, and each run includes 250

iterations. In WOA, there are two main parameters to be adjusted A and C. These

parameters depend on the values of a and r. In our experiments, we utilize a and

r the same way as used in Mirjalili and Lewis (2016); a is set to linearly decrease

from 2 to 0 over the course of iterations . In this section the results are compared

to six metaheuristics namely PSO, DE, GA , ACO , ES and PBIL for verification.

It is assumed that the optimization process starts generating random weights and

biases in the range of [-10,10] for all the dataset .Other assumptions for algorithms

are presented in Table 5.1.1

Further , In this section we discuss the classification of the dataset followed by

tuning of parameters , MLP structure of each dataset and finally discuss results of

the experiments.
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Table 5.1.1: Classification of Datasets with their MLP structure,tuning

parameters.

The above table shows the specification of the datasets. These classification data-

sets are chosen deliberately with different training/test samples and different tuning

parameter to test the performance of the proposed WOA-MLP effectively.
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Table 5.1.2: Initial Parameters of Meta-Heuristic Algorithm

The key factor in the experimental setup is the structure of MLPs. For MLP,

researchers have proposed different approaches to select the number of neurons in

the hidden layer. However, in the literature, there is no one standard method that

is agreed about its superiority. In this work, we follow the same method proposed

and used in Wdaa and Sttar (2008),Mirjalili et al. (2014) where the number of

neurons in the hidden layer is selected based on the following formula: 2×N + 1,

where N is number of dataset features. By applying this method, the resulted

MLP structure for each dataset is illustrated in Table 5.1.3.
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Table 5.1.3: MLP Structure for each Dataset

The problem representation and objective function are to train MLPs with the

algorithms in Table 5.1.1. The datasets are then trained 10 times using each al-

gorithm to generate the results. The statistical results are then presented as av-

erage (AVG) and standard deviation (STD) of the obtained best MSEs in the last

iteration by the algorithms. Obviously, lower average and standard deviation of

MSE in the last iteration indicates the better performance.The statistical results

are presented in the following in Tables 5.1.4; 5.1.5 and 5.1.6. All the highlighted

values depicts the best results of the algorithms on the 20 classification datasets.
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Table 5.1.4: Accuracy Results for Blood, Breast Cancer , Diabetes , Hepatitis,

Vertebral, Diagnosis I and Diagnosis II
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Table 5.1.5: Accuracy Results for Parkinson, Liver , Australian, Credit , Monk ,

Tic-Tac-Toe,Titanic.
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Table 5.1.6: Accuracy Results for Ring, Twonoworm, Ionosphere, Chess, Seed and

Wine.

The above tables shares the statistical results of the WOA-MLP trainer on the 20

classification dataset . The table determines how each algorithm has performed on

each dataset. In the next section we discuss and analyse the results and summarise

how WOA has performed when compared to other metaheuristics algorithm.
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5.1.2 MSE Convergence Curve to Understand Which Algorithm

Performed Faster

The following figures 5.1.2 , 5.1.3 show the convergence curves for the classification

datasets employed using WOA, GA, PSO, ACO, DE, ES, and PBIL, based on

averages of MSE for all training samples over ten independent runs. The figures

show that WOA is the fastest algorithm for blood, diabetes, liver,monk, tic-tac-

toe, titanic, and ring datasets. For other classification datasets, WOA shows very

competitive performance compared to the best techniques in each case.
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Fig 5.1.2: MSE convergence curves of different classification datasets (a-j) MSE

convergence curve for blood, breast cancer, diabetes, hepatitis, vertebral,

diagnosis I, diagnosis II, Parkinson, liver, and Australian, respectively

Fig 5.1.3: MSE convergence curves of different classification datasets (a-j) MSE

convergence curve for credit, monk, tic-tac-toe, titanic, ring, twonorm,

ionosphere, chess, seed, and wine, respectively
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5.2 Discussion and Analysis of Results

The proposed WOA-MLP algorithm is compared with standard BP and other

meta-heuristic trainers based on accuracy and MSE evaluation measures. Table

5.1.4, 5.1.5, 5.1.5 shows the statistical results, namely the average(AVG) and

standard deviation of classification accuracy of the proposed WOA and other me-

taheuristics on the given dataset. As shown statistically, the algorithm provides

superior local optima avoidance in twenty of the datasets and the best classific-

ation accuracy in all of the datasets. The WOA-MLP trainer outperforms all

the other metaheuristics trainers for Blood, Breast Cancer, Diabetes, Hep-

atitis, Vertebral, Liver, Diagnosis I, Diagnosis II, Australian, Monk,

Tic-tac-toe, Ring, Wine, and Seeds Datasets with an average accuracy

of 0.7867, 0.9731, 0.7584, 0.8717, 0.8802, 1.000,1.000, 0.6958, 0.8535,

0.8224, 0.6733, 0.7729,0.8986, and 0.8894, respectively

The reason for improved MSE is this algorithm’s high local optima avoidance. The

higher average and low standard deviation of the classification accuracy is achieved

WOA-MLP trainer gives solid statistical evidence that this approach escapes the

premature convergence towards local optima and finds the best optimum values

for MLP’s weights and biases. As we have seen statistically that WOA obtains the

best accuracy compared to other algorithms employed.

Additionally, according to the mathematical formulation of the WOA algorithm,

half of the iterations are devoted to the exploration of the search space when|A|

>1, which promotes exploration of the search space. In addition, the C parameter

always randomly pushes the search agents to take random steps toward the prey.

This mechanism encourages resolving local optima stagnation even when the WOA

algorithm is in the exploitation phase.

Further, the main reason for the high classification rate achieved by the WOA-MLP

algorithm is that it is equipped with adaptive parameters to balance exploration
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5.3. Friedman Test:

and exploitation smoothly. The random selection of prey in each selection is one

of the primary strategies that helped the algorithm to avoid many local solutions.

Another technique is WOA’s encircling strategy, which compels search agents to

search the area surrounding the prey. We should also focus on the fact that the high

exploration ability of WOA comes from Eq.4.6 due to the updating mechanism of

whales. This equation makes the whales move randomly around each other. The

Eq.4.7 allows the whales to re-position themselves around or move in the spiral-

shaped path towards the best optimal solution obtained so far. Since these two

phases are done separately, and in almost half of the iterations each, the WOA

shows high local optima avoidance and convergence speed during iterations.

TheWOA-MLP trainer’s higher convergence speed saves the best prey and adaptive

search around it. The search agents in WOA tend to search more locally near the

prey, proportional to the number of iterations. This feature of the WOA-MLP

trainer helps outperform other algorithms in most datasets.

The most exciting finding in the results is the poor performance of PSO-MLP and

ACO-MLP. These two algorithms belong to the class of swarm-based algorithms.

This means that, unlike evolutionary algorithms, there is no mechanism for signi-

ficant abrupt movements in the search space, leading to the poor performance of

PSO-MLP and ACO-MLP. Although WOA is also a swarm-based algorithm, its

mechanisms described in the preceding paragraph are why it is advantageous in

training MLPs.

The most exciting finding among the results is the better result of algorithms GA,

PBIL and ES, respectively when compared to PSO and ACO.

5.3 Friedman Test:

The Friedman Test is a non-parametric test developed by (Friedman et al. (2007)).

This test is used for multiple comparisons of different results depending on two

impact factors, namely the trainer method and the classification dataset.
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We have used the Friedman Test to statistically evaluate the perform-

ance of each algorithm on all the classification datasets, we have used

the Friedman test to establish the significance of the WOA-MLP trainer

results against the other trainers.

Further, in table 5.3 below, we have shown the average rank of each trainer using the

Friedman Test. The test depicts that there is no significant difference between the

"8" presented algorithms, but WOA has proven to have the highest overall ranking

in comparison with the other algorithms. This proves that WOA algorithms are

suitable for training MLP’s and FFNNs.

Table 5.3: Average Ranking of the Algorithms using Friedman Test

The results showed that the proposed WOA-MLP trainer is able to outperform

the current algorithms in majority of the datasets, the results were achieving bet-

ter accuracy but also convergence . The proposed trainer performed better than

evolutionary algorithm due to high exploration and local optima avoidance, also

we analysed that higher local optima avoidance does not degrade the convergence

speed of the WOA. We can finally summarise that WOA is able to outperform due
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5.4. Open Problems and Future Research Direction:

high local optima avoidance and secondly the convergence speed of the proposed

trainer is high. The WOA-MLP trainer is able to train Feed-Forward Neural Net-

work effectively for the classified dataset with different level of difficulty. Hence ,

WOA-MLP trainer is able to train Feed-Forward Neural Network reliably without

depending on the fact if there are small or large connection weights and biases

. dealing with optimization issues in numerous domain of engineering. Several

modifications, hybridizations, and multi-objective versions of WOA methods have

been developed and applied by the researchers to optimize the constraints and is-

sues in the engineering field . The WOA was used by (Touma (2016)) to solve the

economic dispatch problem in engineering design , the algorithm was tested and

verified using standard test system IEEE 30-Bus . The results depicted a reduc-

tion in the power output and provided optimum solution to the total loss. Also the

algorithm performed better than other metaheuristics like PSO, ACO and GA.

5.4 Open Problems and Future Research Direction:

In this thesis we have discussed and studied about Whale Optimization , but still

there some issues that can be studied and further investigated to improve the

algorithm and achieve better results. The following section we will discuss few

challenges faced by the Whale Optimization Algorithm.

1. Generalization: A number of the reviewed WOA literature’s imply that

some amount of change to the original WOA is required in order for it to fit

into various contexts.This gives rise to many new challenges, each with its

own set of criteria and parameters.As a result, several versions of the WOA

must evolve to tackle the various difficulties in the various circumstances.This

generalisation problem is not exclusive to the WOA; most heuristic and meta-

heuristic algorithms suffered from it as well. In general, a more comprehensive

research of generalization and standardization in WOA and meta-heuristic

will greatly improve their applicability in other research areas.
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5.4. Open Problems and Future Research Direction:

2. Sensitivity to Parameters: Though the WOA is less sensitive to parameter

settings than other nature-inspired algorithms, parameter setting remains a

concern because the WOA requires user-defined parameters to be executed.

As a result, in order to have optimal solutions for each individual problem, the

most optimised parameters must be selected.We need more study to develop

an operational algorithm that would converge to the optimal solution to a

problem with minimal effort.Additionally, future study should attempt to

make WOA a parameter-free algorithm.

3. Hybridization: Hybridization is now acknowledged as an important com-

ponent of meta-heuristic algorithm research. A variety of traditional meta-

heuristic algorithms, particularly those used in soft computing, include mod-

ules derived from other intelligence algorithms.Although the WOA derived

some of its structures from previous nature-inspired algorithms, more study

into integration with other algorithms is needed to increase its adaptabil-

ity.Hybridizations usually reach their limit when significant problem instances

with large search spaces become achievable solutions.

4. Big Data Exploration: According to the available literature’s, there is

a greater emphasis on the evaluation of WOA adjustments in small data

sets. There is very little literature demonstrating the use of algorithms with

massive data, which is the current reality of data science. This is despite the

fact that big data has sparked huge interest in both scientific inquiry and

industry.

In future we can also extend the Whale Optimization using other algorithms and

then train ANN using hybrid algorithms . Also , we can try using different kind

of neural networks to train using WOA and analyse the results by comparing with

the presented work.
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5.5. Conclusion

5.5 Conclusion

This thesis presented how to use the swarm-based metaheuristic Whale Optimiza-

tion algorithm to train an MLP(Multi-Layer Perceptron); humpback whales inspire

the algorithm. The proposed method ( named as WOA-MLP trainer) includes three

operators to initialize the search of the prey, encircling prey and bubble net for-

aging method. The study was conducted on 20 classification datasets to analyze

exploration, exploration, local optima avoidance and convergence behaviour and

compare with other swarm based and evolutionary algorithms. The WOA-MLP

trainer is found to be competitive and perform better than the other metaheuristics

based MLP trainers.

We can now summarise that this thesis highly recommends applying WOA to

the problem of training MLPs as it overcomes the issue faced before by other

metaheuristics such as local optima avoidance and fast convergence speed. The

problem of training the MLP is formulated as minimization of MSE, where the

parameters were connection, weights and bias. The reason for the minimum MSE

of the WOA algorithm is the ability of whales to identify their prey and compute its

movement by exploiting it in the search space. The Whale Optimization algorithm

here was used to find the best weights and biases values to minimize the MSE. We

use a set of 20 test functions with diverse features to benchmark the performance

of the WOA-MLP trainer.

This study can be further improved by using chaos initialization which will help in

improving the exploration capabilities and, at the same time, also maintains the

balance between exploration and exploitation. In future work, if the convergence

factor can be improved, it will help in enhancing the exploitation capabilities of

the WOA-MLP trainer.
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